
All children (grown-ups too!) want to feel loved and accepted. Validation is a basic emotional 
need. Every child’s job is to figure out how they need to be/act in order to get their need for 
attention met. Some children get attention by being helpers. They become Hero Helpers. Some 
children get attention by picking on (or at) others. (Attention is attention - children settle for 
negative attention when positive attention is not forthcoming!) They become Bullies. Some 
children get attention by being sick, weak, or fragile. They become Helpless Babies. None of 
these children are bad. Actually, they are very creative! They have simply figured out what they 
need to do to get the attention they need to survive!

Raising Conscious Kids in 
the classroom and at home

FOR 
KIDS

Lynne Forrest Introduces the Reality Formula for Kids©

Over the past couple of years we have 
been actively teaching our children, ages 4 - 
18, in groups with each other, and at home, 
the Reality Formula for Kids©; our program 
that consists of simple basic principles and 
ways to apply them for greater peace and 
outer harmony. 

The Reality Formula for Kids© is the 
culmination of what we have learned so far! 
The results have been so overwhelmingly 
positive that word got out! Our response to 
the growing demand is this simple program 
developed for the elementary classroom that, 
used as recommended, fosters a child’s 
understanding of themselves, and others. 

One of the reasons the Reality Formula 
for Kids© works so quickly and effectively with 
children is because it allows teachers to turn 
classroom conflicts into opportunities for 

growth. Even the most volatile situations can 
be explored without the need to shame or 
blame anyone.

 Our mission is for children to learn 
quickly to spot when they are on the 
Unhappy Kid Triangle©, and to learn to move 
OFF as quickly as possible. 

Our goal is to provide teachers in the 
classroom with a highly effective and easily 
comprehendible set of tools designed to teach 
children (ages 4 -18) how to shift their focus 
from fixing, overpowering, or cowering from, 
others to healthier forms of relating that allow 
them to encourage, empower, and meet 
equally those around them. 

 It is amazing to watch what happens 
when a child realizes how their own painful 
thinking and resultant negative reaction is 
what is keeping them miserable! The Unhappy 

Kid Triangle© makes such dynamics clearly 
visible so that even the most recalcitrant child 
can see its logic!  Kids LOVE The Reality 
Formula© because they easily relate to it!

In the classrooms where the Reality 
Formula for Kids© is being applied, teachers 
can expect to see the following results:

• Significant decrease in bullying tactics
• Decreased defensive reaction
• More tolerance for one another 
• Increased understanding of individual 
    diversity
• Increased respect for authority
• Increased self=responsibility 
• Increased self-awareness & confidence
• More open, honest sharing
We look forward to the opportunity to 

bring the Reality Formula for Kids© to your 
school.
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our 
program
The three day Reality Formula 
for Kids© includes:
- Faculty & Parent seminars to 
introduce The Reality Formula 
for Kids©

- Parent Q&A Session
- Classroom demonstrations
- Teacher/Counselor Q & A
- Teacher Training Workshop
- Role-play Session
- The Reality Mat Toolkit:
    - The Reality Mat©
    - Character Role Cards
    - Educational Posters
    - Training DVD
- Two follow-up consultations 
  with our team.

thursday friday saturdayour 
program
The three day Reality Formula 
for Kids© includes:
- Faculty & Parent seminars to 
introduce The Reality Formula 
for Kids©

- Parent Q&A Session
- Classroom demonstrations
- Teacher/Counselor Q & A
- Teacher Training Workshop
- Role-play Session
- The Reality Mat Toolkit:
    - The Reality Mat©
    - Character Role Cards
    - Educational Posters
    - Training DVD
- Two follow-up consultations 
  with our team.

student demo
(Morning Demo) Taking The 
Reality Formula for Kids© into 
the classrooms using The 
Reality Mat© for hands on 
demonstration with students. 

teacher training
Morning session for admin & 
faculty to learn the Basics of The 
Unhappy Kid Triangle©, using 
The Reality Mat© to play out 
their challenging classroom 
dynamics.

our 
program
The three day Reality Formula 
for Kids© includes:
- Faculty & Parent seminars to 
introduce The Reality Formula 
for Kids©

- Parent Q&A Session
- Classroom demonstrations
- Teacher/Counselor Q & A
- Teacher Training Workshop
- Role-play Session
- The Reality Mat Toolkit:
    - The Reality Mat©
    - Character Role Cards
    - Educational Posters
    - Training DVD
- Two follow-up consultations 
  with our team.

evening 
presentation
An invitation to parents and 
faculty to learn more about 
The Reality Formula for Kids© 
and to experience The Reality 
Mat© firsthand. 

classroom demo
(Afternoon Demo) Taking The 
Reality Formula for Kids© into 
the classrooms using The 
Reality Mat© for a hands on 
demonstration with students. 

teacher training
Afternoon session for more 
teaching and continued work 
with The Reality Formula for 
Kids©, and The Reality Mat©

our 
program
The three day Reality Formula 
for Kids© includes:
- Faculty & Parent seminars to 
introduce The Reality Formula 
for Kids©

- Parent Q&A Session
- Classroom demonstrations
- Teacher/Counselor Q & A
- Teacher Training Workshop
- Role-play Session
- The Reality Mat Toolkit:
    - The Reality Mat©
    - Character Role Cards
    - Educational Posters
    - Training DVD
- Two follow-up consultations 
  with our team.

parent q&a teacher q&a role play
Teachers will be divided into 
groups to learn how to 
effectively use The Reality Mat©

Some Unhappy Kid Triangle© Basics:

• We attempt to protect ourselves from the world (so we can be
    happy) by playing one of three characters on The Unhappy Kid
    Triangle©: Blaming Bully, Bossy Helper or Helpless Baby.

• Once we are on The Unhappy Kid Triangle©, we often play all 
    three roles on it before we get off. Sometimes we don't get off. 
    We just stay on it going from one unhealthy role to another, over 

	     and over again.

• But we each tend to identify with one of the roles most and that
    one becomes our primary role, and who we decide we are.

• We play our primary role so well on The Unhappy Kid Triangle©

    that we convince everyone that we ARE that role, and we play it
    with everyone we know, including ourselves. 

For instance, did you know that a Blaming Bully can move into the 
Helpless Baby role by whining about how unfairly others have treated 
him or her. Or a Bossy Helper can play a Helpless Baby by feeling sorry 
for themselves, saying that nobody likes them. Even a Helpless Baby can 
move into the Blaming Bully role by throwing a temper-tantrum when they 
don’t get their way. Of course, Bossy Helper’s play Helpless Baby 
differently than a Blaming Bully plays a Helpless Baby.  Even Blaming 
Bully's can play Bossy Helper’s sometimes, but they will do it very 
differently than a Bossy Helper does. Each role has its own way of 
moving around The Unhappy Kid Triangle©.

This is a sample of what we teach kids about The Unhappy Kid 
Triangle© and then we introduce them to The Happy Kid Triangle©, the 
way off. Learn more about our program here on our website: 
www.realityformula.com 

Introducing The Reality Formula for Kids© 

The way off The Unhappy Kid Triangle© is to become a 
Happy Kid. Here are the Seven Steps to a Happy Kid:

1. Observe what you’re thinking. Notice that it is your thoughts
       that make you feel and act happy, or unhappy.

2. Accept reality. Reality is “just the way it is.” Even though we
       can’t control reality, we can choose how we think about it. 

3. Choose to befriend reality and be happy, or fight it, and
        become an Unhappy Kid.

4. Choose happier thoughts to replace your unhappy thoughts. 
        Remember unhappy thoughts often lead to negative
        consequences. 

5. Be kind to others. Remember when we mistreat others, we feel
        bad, and they do too.

6. Own your part. When you learn from your mistakes you are a
        Happy Kid. 

7. Be respectful. Recognize the difference between what’s your
        business and what is not.
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